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ABSTRACT Turbo codes facilitate near-capacity transmission throughputs by achieving a reliable iterative
forward error correction. However, owing to the serial data dependence imposed by the logarithmic
Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv algorithm, the limited processing throughputs of the conventional turbo decoder
implementations impose a severe bottleneck upon the overall throughputs of real-time communication
schemes. Motivated by this, we recently proposed a floating-point fully parallel turbo decoder (FPTD)
algorithm, which eliminates the serial data dependence, allowing parallel processing and hence sig-
nificantly reducing the number of clock cycles required. In this paper, we conceive a technique for
reducing the critical datapath of the FPTD, and we propose a novel fixed-point version as well as
its very large scale integration (VLSI) implementation. We also propose a novel technique, which
allows the FPTD to also decode shorter frames employing compatible interleaver patterns. We strike
beneficial tradeoffs amongst the latency, core area, and energy consumption by investigating the min-
imum bit widths and techniques for message log-likelihood ratio scaling and state metric normaliza-
tion. Accordingly, the design flow and design tradeoffs considered in this paper are also applicable to
other fixed-point implementations of error correction decoders. We demonstrate that upon using Tai-
wan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) 65-nm low-power technology for decoding the
longest long-term evolution frames (6144 b) received over an additive white Gaussian noise channel
having Eb/N0 = 1 dB, the proposed fixed-point FPTD VLSI achieves a processing throughput
of 21.9 Gb/s and a processing latency of 0.28 µs. These results are 17.1 times superior to those of the
state-of-the-art benchmarker. Furthermore, the proposed fixed-point FPTD VLSI achieves an energy con-
sumption of 2.69 µJ/frame and a normalized core area of 5 mm2/Gb/s, which are 34% and 23% lower than
those of the benchmarker, respectively.

INDEX TERMS Fully-parallel turbo decoder, VLSI design, LTE turbo code.

NOMENCLATURE

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BCJR Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv
BER Bit Error Rate
CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
EPF Energy Per Frame
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
LLR Log-Likelihood Ratio

Log-BCJR Logarithmic Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv
LP Low Power
LTE Long-Term Evolution
LTE-A Long-Term Evolution Advanced
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications

System
VLSI Very-Large-Scale Integration
WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave

Access
TSMC Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company
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I. INTRODUCTION
Channel coding plays an important role in wireless commu-
nications, facilitating the correction of transmission errors
imposed by hostile channels. In particular, turbo
codes [1]–[4] are capable of facilitating near-capacity
transmission throughputs, leading to widespread employ-
ment by state-of-the-art mobile telephony standards, such as
WiMAX [5] and LTE [6]. However, the processing through-
puts of the turbo decoder can impose a bottleneck upon the
overall throughput in near-real-time interactive communi-
cation schemes. More specifically, the target transmission
throughputs of mobile telephony standards have increased
dramatically over the past two decades, from multi-kbps
to multi-Gbps, as shown in Figure 1. In order to fulfill
these transmission throughput targets, many high-throughput
implementations of the turbo decoder have been pro-
posed [8], [10], [11], [13], [14], [16], [18], [19]. However,
none of those meet the throughput requirement of the
next-generation standards. For instance, the target for the
under-development Fifth-Generation (5G) [20] wireless com-
munication standards is a fiber-like ultra-high throughput
on the order of 10 Gbps per user, in addition to ultra-low
latencies. However, the state-of-the-art VLSI implementa-
tions of the turbo decoder only achieve processing through-
puts of 1.28 Gbps [16] or 2.15 Gbps [18], when decoding the
longest frames (N = 6144 bits) supported by LTE, corre-
sponding to processing latencies of N/throughput = 4.8 µs
and 2.86 µs, respectively. This may be attributed to the
state-of-the-art turbo decoder VLSIs’ reliance on the iter-
ative operation of two parallel concatenated component
decoders, in which the Logarithmic Bahl-Cock-Jelinek-
Raviv (Log-BCJR) algorithm [21], [22] is employed. More
specifically, the strict data dependencies of the classic
Log-BCJR algorithm require highly serial processing, typi-
cally necessitating 64 to 192 clock cycles per iteration [18]
and six iterations per frame. In order to facilitate the real-
time processing of data having a transmission throughput of
at least 10 Gbps, it would be necessary to operate several
instances of these benchmarkers in parallel. However, this
target processing throughput would only be achieved, when
several frames were simultaneously available for decoding.
At all other times, the unused instances would represent
wasted core area and static energy consumption. Further-
more, the processing latency of these benchmarkers is not
improved by operating them in parallel hence causing a
bottleneck where the turbo decoding latency becomes several
times higher than those of all other transmitter and receiver
components, which natively support a processing throughput
of 10 Gbps.

Motivated by natively achieving turbo decoding processing
throughputs on the order of 10 Gbps and ultra-low process-
ing latencies, we previously proposed a novel floating-point
Fully-Parallel Turbo Decoder (FPTD) algorithm. Unlike
turbo decoders based on the Log-BCJR algorithm, our
FPTD algorithm does not have data dependencies within each

FIGURE 1. Selected throughput requirements of different mobile
telephony standards, compared with those achieved by the
existing turbo decoder implementations.

half of each turbo decoding iteration [23]. This facilitates
fully-parallel processing during each half-iteration, using
only a single clock cycle, although the authors of [23] showed
that the FPTD typically requires seven times as many itera-
tions in order to achieve the same error correction capability
as the state-of-the-art turbo decoding algorithm, as well as
predicting that a VLSI implementation of the FPTD would
have a lower clock frequency. Overall, the results of our pre-
vious algorithmicwork suggest that the FPTDmay achieve an
up to 6.86-fold improved throughput and latency compared to
those of the state-of-the-art turbo decoding algorithm [23],
at the cost of an 2.9-fold increase of the computational com-
plexity and a predicted 29.3-fold increase of the hardware
resource requirement.

In this paper, we propose a VLSI implementation of the
proposed FPTD, which is optimized for the LTE turbo code.
In order to present this work clearly, we begin in Section I-A
by providing an overview of the practical trade-offs that must
be considered, when designing the algorithm and hardware
implementation of turbo decoders. Following this, we high-
light the contributions of this work and present the structure
of this paper in Section I-B.

A. DESIGN TRADE-OFFS
Figure 2 provides an overview of the design aspects and
their relationship with the design trade-offs, which must be
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FIGURE 2. An overview of design aspects and their relationship with
design trade-offs.

considered when designing and implementing a turbo
decoder or any other error correction decoder. In partic-
ular, we have to strike a trade-off between the decoder’s
error correction capability and its hardware characteristics,
in terms of processing throughput, processing latency, energy
consumption and VLSI area. Additionally, these hardware
characteristics also have trade-offs with each other. These
trade-offs are related to three groups of the design aspects,
namely the algorithmic design aspects, the implementational
aspects and the hardware aspects, as shown in Figure 2. The
algorithmic design aspects are independent to a degree of the
hardware, hence they can be investigated purely at the algo-
rithmic level. The corresponding error correction capability
may be obtained as an upper bound on the capability that can
be achieved in practice. Meanwhile, the algorithmic design
provides estimates of the lower bounds on the hardware char-
acteristics, as we will demonstrate in this treatise. By con-
trast, the implementational aspects are hardware-dependent
considerations, which may result in a degradation of the error
correction capability on one hand, but an improvement in
the hardware characteristics on the other hand. The hard-
ware aspects may be deemed to be predominantly hardware-
related, hence they are independent of the algorithm
design. Bearing in mind the above-mentioned trade-offs,
a possible error-correction-capability-oriented design flow
may be formulated, as shown by the dotted blue arrow
in Figure 2. This design flow hinges on the initial investi-
gating the algorithmic aspects, in order to optimize one or
more of the hardware characteristics, namely the throughput,
latency, energy consumption or VLSI area, subject to the
constraint of meeting the desired error correction capability
within a suitable margin. Following this, the implementation

aspects are considered, in order to strike a balance between
the degradation of the error correction capability and the
impact on the hardware performance, ensuring that the final
design still maintains the desired error correction capability.
Finally, the specific detailed hardware aspects may be consid-
ered, to further balance the trade-offs amongst the throughput,
latency, energy consumption and core area. This process may
be iterated several times, until a final design meeting all
requirements is obtained.

Although the above-mentioned design trade-offs have been
discussed in some previous papers, they typically focus on
a particular aspect of the design flow, considering either
only the algorithmic level or the hardware level, failing to
achieve a top-level holistic design flow of Figure 2. In par-
ticular, the authors of [3], [24], and [25] investigated how the
error correction capability of the Log-BCJR turbo decoder
is impacted by using various algorithm design techniques,
such as windowing, parallelism and the careful configuration
of the number of decoding iterations preformed. However,
this was considered only at the algorithmic level, without
giving cognizance to the implementational aspects. By con-
trast, the authors of [26]–[28] discussed how the implemen-
tational aspects of fixed-point bitwidth and the state metric
normalization technique affect the error correction capa-
bility at the algorithmic level. Meanwhile, the authors
of [8], [16], [18], [19], and [29]–[33] additionally character-
ized the hardware performance using post-layout simulations
or measurements, when employing a particular combination
of the above-mentioned techniques. Although these papers
provided a practical clock frequency and supply voltage for
the corresponding implementations, they did not consider
a broader range of hardware aspects, such as the effect of
varying the clock frequency or supply voltage.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS AND PAPER STRUCTURE
Against this background, we conceive an optimized
FPTD algorithm for LTE turbo decoding, which reduces the
critical datapath length of the FPTD proposed in [23]. On the
basis of this, we propose a novel low-complexity and energy-
efficient fixed-point version of the FPTD, as well as its
VLSI implementation. While our previous work of [23] con-
sidered only the algorithmic design aspects of Figure 2, this
paper adopts a holistic design flow, considering all the aspects
and trade-offs of Figure 2. We investigate the minimum
number of iterations and the minimum bit widths required by
the proposed fixed-point FPTD VLSI, in order to maintain
the same error correction capability as the state-of-the-art
turbo decoder VLSI implementations, which operate on the
basis of the Log-BCJR algorithm. Following this, a range of
techniques that have been previously used for improving the
operation of Log-BCJR turbo decoder implementations are
shown to be eminently applicable to the proposed fixed-point
FPTD VLSI as well. These state metric normalization and
message LLR scaling techniques are shown to avoid fixed-
point number overflows and to allow reduced bit widths to be
used. Furthermore, we propose a novel bypass technique that
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allows a hard-wried 6144-bit interleaver to be exploited also
for decoding shorter frames having a particular set of com-
patible interleaver patterns. Finally, the trade-offs between
the error correction capability and the processing throughput,
processing latency, processing energy and the core area of the
FPTDVLSI are characterized. The main experimental results
of this work are listed as follows.

1) When using the TSMC 65 nm Low Power (LP) tech-
nology, the proposed fixed-point FPTD VLSI achieves
a processing throughput of 21.9 Gbps, as well as a
processing latency of 0.28 µs, when decoding the
longest LTE frames (6144-bit) received over an AWGN
channel having Eb/N0 = 1 dB. These results are
17.1 times superior to the state-of-the-art Log-BCJR
benchmarker of [16], which also employs TSMC65 nm
technology.

2) The proposed fixed-point FPTD VLSI imposes an
energy consumption of 2.69 µJ per frame and has
a normalized core area of 5 mm2/Gbps, which are
34% and 23% lower than those of the state-of-the-art
Log-BCJR benchmarker of [16], respectively. These
results also significantly outperform the predictions
made in our previous algorithmic work of [23].

3) The processing throughput and latency of the pro-
posed fixed-point FPTD VLSI are 10.2 times better
than those of a second state-of-the-art TSMC 65 nm
benchmarker [18]. However, the normalized core area
of the proposed VLSI is 42% larger than that of the
benchmarker of [18], as we shall address in our future
work. Note that energy consumption results are not
provided for the benchmarker of [18], although this is
likely to be even higher than that of [16], since the VLSI
of [18] employs both a higher voltage and a higher
clock frequency, while occupying a similar core area
as in [16].

In analogy with the error-correction-capability-oriented
design flow of Figure 2, the rest of the paper is organized
as shown in Figure 3. In Section II, we briefly summarize
our previously proposed FPTD algorithm of [23], detailing
our novel optimizations for the LTE turbo code standard
and providing the predicted lower bounds of the hardware
characteristics of the VLSI FPTD implementation. Section III
details the proposed fixed-point FPTD architecture, including
its number representation, message LLR scaling, state metric
normalization and bypass unit, as well as the implications
for the FPTD’s error correction capability. In Section IV,
we compare the hardware characteristics of our proposed
fixed-point FPTD VLSI, to those of the state-of-the-art turbo
decoder VLSI implementations, as well as to the predictions
made in Section II, in terms of processing throughput, pro-
cessing latency, energy consumption and core area. Finally,
we offer our conclusions in Section V.

II. FPTD ALGORITHM FOR LTE
In this section, we summarize our previously proposed
FPTD algorithm of [23], for the case where it is adopted

FIGURE 3. Paper structure.

for the LTE turbo decoder. In Section II-A, we discuss the
FPTD schematic of Figure 4. The algorithmic block and the
termination unit of Figure 4 are described in Section II-B,
together with a technique for reducing the critical datapath
length. In Section II-C, we compare the resultant improved
version of the FPTD algorithm to the original version
of [23], as well as to the state-of-the-art Log-BCJR algorithms
of [16] and [18] in terms of BER performance and com-
putational complexity. Note that the bypass mechanism of
Figure 4 will be described together with our other novel
contributions in Section III.

A. SCHEMATIC
Figure 4 provides the schematic of our previously proposed
FPTD algorithm of [23], but has been adapted to include
the novel contributions of this paper. When decoding N -bit
message frames, the FPTD algorithm comprises two rows of
N identical algorithmic blocks, some of which are lightly-
shaded in Figure 4, while others are darkly-shaded. The upper
row is analogous to the upper decoder of the conventional
Log-BCJR turbo decoder, while the lower row corresponds
to the lower decoder, which are connected by an LTE inter-
leaver, as shown in Figure 4. A termination unit is appended
to the tail of each row, in order to comply with the LTE ter-
mination mechanism. As in the Log-BCJR algorithm, the
FPTD algorithm operates on the basis of Logarithmic
Likelihood Ratios (LLRs) [34], where each LLR of

b̄ = ln
Pr(b = 1)
Pr(b = 0)

(1)

conveys soft information pertaining to the corresponding bit b
within the turbo encoder. Note that throughout the rest of this
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FIGURE 4. Schematic of the FPTD for LTE, including algorithmic blocks, termination units and bypass mechanism.

paper, the superscripts ‘u’ and ‘l’ seen in the notation of
Figure 4 are used only when necessary to explicitly dis-
tinguish between the upper and lower components of the
turbo code, but they are omitted in the discussions that
apply equally to both. When decoding the frames comprising
N bits, the upper and lower decoders each accept a set of
(N + 3) a priori parity LLRs [b̄a2,k ]

N+3
k=1 , a set of N a priori

systematic LLRs [b̄a3,k ]
N
k=1 and a set of three a priori termi-

nation message LLRs [b̄a1,k ]
N+3
k=N+1, where N will adopt one

of 188 values in the range of [40, 6144] in the LTE turbo
code. As shown in Figure 4, these a priori LLRs are pro-
vided by the demodulator and are stored in the corresponding
registers throughout the decoding processing of the corre-
sponding frame. Note that the set of lower systematic LLRs

[b̄a,l3,k ]
N
k=1 can be obtained by rearranging the order of LLRs

in the upper systematic set [b̄a,u3,k ]
N
k=1 using the interleaver π ,

where b̄a,l3,k = b̄a,u3,π (k). Therefore, the FPTD requires only
five sets of LLRs from the demodulator, namely [b̄a,u2,k ]

N+3
k=1 ,

[b̄a,u3,k ]
N
k=1, [b̄

a,u
1,k ]

N+3
k=N+1, [b̄

a,l
2,k ]

N+3
k=1 and [b̄a,l1,k ]

N+3
k=N+1, compris-

ing a total of (3N + 12) LLRs, in accordance with the
LTE standard.

As in Log-BCJR turbo decoders, the operation of the
FPTD alternates between the processing of two half-
iterations. However, in Log-BCJR turbo decoders, the
first half-iteration corresponds to the operation of the
upper decoder, while the second half-iteration corresponds
to the lower decoder, where each half-iteration requires
32 to 96 clock cycles in the state-of-the-art designs of [18].
Although the shuffled iterative decoding scheme of [35]

allows the two half-iterations to be operated concurrently,
it still requires 32 to 96 clock cycles per iteration. By con-
trast, as shown in Figure 5, the first half-iteration of the
FPTD algorithm corresponds to the simultaneous operation
of the lightly-shaded algorithmic blocks shown in Figure 4
within a single clock cycle, namely the odd-indexed algorith-
mic blocks in the upper row and the even-indexed algorithmic
blocks in the lower row. As shown in Figure 6, the
second half-iteration corresponds to the simultaneous opera-
tion of the remaining algorithmic blocks within a single clock
cycle, which are darkly-shaded in Figure 4. Accordingly,
each iteration of our proposed FPTD algorithm requires only
two clock cycles. Note that the schematics of Figures 5 and 6
are simplified relative to the detailed schematic of Figure 4,
showing only the algorithmic blocks with their correspond-
ing input and output datapath, for the sake of clarity. This
odd-even operation is motivated by the odd-even interleaver
philosophy [36] of the LTE turbo code. More specifically,
the particular design of the LTE interleaver ensures that the
odd-indexed algorithmic blocks in the upper row of Figure 4
are only connected to the odd-indexed algorithmic blocks
in the lower row. Similarly, the even-indexed algorithmic
blocks in the upper row are only connected to their even-
indexed counterparts in the lower row. In other words, none
of the lightly-shaded algorithmic blocks shown in Figure 5
are directly connected, either within a row or between
the rows via the interleaver. Similarly, none of the dark-
shaded algorithmic blocks shown in Figure 6 are directly
connected. Owing to this, no directly connected algorithmic
blocks are operated simultaneously in the FPTD algorithm,
hence preventing wasted computations [23]. Note that this
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FIGURE 5. Lightly-shaded algorithmic blocks are operated concurrently in every odd clock cycle, corresponding to every
first half-iteration. The input datapaths and output datapaths are colored in blue and red, respectively.

FIGURE 6. Darkly-shaded algorithmic blocks are operated concurrently in every even clock cycle, corresponding to every
second half-iteration. The input datapaths and output datapaths are colored in blue and red, respectively.

proposed odd-even operation is applicable to any turbo code
that employs an odd-even interleaver, such as that of the
WiMAX turbo code. In particular the popular Almost Reg-
ular Permutation (ARP) interleaver and Quadratic Polyno-
mial Permutation (QPP) interleaver designs both retain the
odd-even feature [36].

During the decoding process, the extrinsic message LLRs
[b̄e1,k ]

N
k=1 are iteratively exchanged between the upper and

lower decoders through the interleaver, in order to obtain
the a priori message LLRs [b̄a1,k ]

N
k=1, where b̄

a,l
1,k = b̄e,u1,π (k)

and b̄a,u1,π (k) = b̄e,l1,k . In addition to the a priori LLRs b̄a1,k ,
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γ̄k (Sk−1, Sk ) =
L∑
j=1

[
bj(Sk−1, Sk ) · b̄aj,k

]
(2)

ᾱk (Sk ) = max*
{Sk−1|c(Sk−1,Sk )=1}

[γ̄k (Sk−1, Sk )+ ᾱk−1(Sk−1)] (3)

β̄k−1(Sk−1) = max*
{Sk |c(Sk−1,Sk )=1}

[
γ̄k (Sk−1, Sk )+ β̄k (Sk )

]
(4)

b̄e1,k =
[

max*
{(Sk−1,Sk )|b1(Sk−1,Sk )=1}

[
b2(Sk−1, Sk ) · b̄a2,k + ᾱk−1(Sk−1)+ β̄k (Sk )

]]
−

[
max*

{(Sk−1,Sk )|b1(Sk−1,Sk )=0}

[
b2(Sk−1, Sk ) · b̄a2,k + ᾱk−1(Sk−1)+ β̄k (Sk )

]]
(5)

b̄a2,k and b̄a3,k , the k
th
∈ [1,N ] algorithmic block in each

decoder accepts a set of M forward state metrics ᾱk−1 =

[ᾱk−1(Sk−1)]
M−1
Sk−1=0

and a set of M backward state metrics

β̄k = [β̄k (Sk )]
M−1
Sk=0

, where the LTE turbo code employs
M = 8 states. For algorithmic blocks having an index of
k ∈ [2,N ], ᾱk−1 is generated in the previous clock cycle
by the preceding (k − 1)th algorithmic block in the same
row. Likewise, for algorithmic blocks having an index of
k ∈ [1,N − 1], β̄k is generated in the previous clock cycle
by the following (k + 1)st algorithmic block in the same
row. As shown in Figure 4, registers are required for storing

[b̄a1,k ]
N
k=1, [ᾱk−1]

N
k=2 and [β̄k ]

N−1
k=1 between the consecutive

clock cycles, since they are generated by connected algorith-
mic blocks in the preceding clock cycle before they are used.

Since the a priori message LLRs [b̄a1,k ]
N
k=1 are unavail-

able in the initial first half-iteration, they are initialized as
b̄a1,k = 0, for algorithmic blocks having indices of k ∈ [1,N ].
Similarly, the forward and backward state metrics gleaned
from the neighboring algorithmic blocks are unavailable,
hence these are also initialized as ᾱk−1 = [0, 0, 0, . . . , 0]
for the algorithmic blocks having indices of k ∈ [2,N ]
and as β̄k = [0, 0, 0, . . . , 0] for the algorithmic blocks
of indices k ∈ [1,N − 1]. However, for the k = 1st

algorithmic block, we employ the forward state metrics
ᾱ0 = [0,−∞,−∞, . . . ,−∞] in all decoding iterations,
since the LTE trellis is guaranteed to start from an initial
state of S0 = 0. Note that −∞ can be replaced by a
negative constant having a suitably high magnitude, when
a fixed-point number representation is employed. For the
k = N th algorithmic block, the backward state metrics β̄N
are obtained using a termination unit, which is detailed in
Section II-B. Following the completion of each iteration, a set
of N a posteriori LLRs [b̄p1,k ]

N
k=1 can be obtained as b̄p1,k =

b̄e,u1,k + b̄
a,u
1,k + b̄

a,u
3,k , while the hard decision value for each bit

may be obtained according to the binary test b̄p1,k > 0.

B. ALGORITHMIC BLOCK AND TERMINATION UNIT
Within each clock cycle during which an algorithmic block
of Figure 4 is activated, it accepts inputs and generates
outputs according to (2), (3), (4) and (5), as shown at

the top of this page. As it will be detailed in Section III,
(2)-(5) have been refined relative to the corresponding equa-
tions in [23], in order to improve the critical datapath length,
when implementing the LTE turbo decoder. Here, (2) obtains
a metric γ̄k (Sk−1, Sk ) for each transition between a pairing
of states Sk−1 and Sk , as shown in the LTE state transition
diagram of Figure 7. This transition implies the binary value
of bj(Sk−1, Sk ) for the corresponding message, parity or sys-
tematic bit in the encoder, where j ∈ [1,L] and L = 3 in the
LTE turbo code. Note that the systematic bits are defined as
having values that are identical to the corresponding message
bits, giving b3(Sk−1, Sk ) ≡ b1(Sk−1, Sk ). Following this,
(3) and (4) may be employed to obtain the vectors of state
metrics ᾱk and β̄k−1, respectively. Here, c(Sk−1, Sk ) adopts
a binary value of 1, if there is a transition between the states
Sk−1 and Sk in the state transition diagram of Figure 7. The
Jacobian logarithm [22], [37] is defined as

max∗(δ̄1, δ̄2) = max(δ̄1, δ̄2)+ ln(1+ e−|δ̄1−δ̄2|), (6)

which may be approximated as

max∗(δ̄1, δ̄2) ≈ max(δ̄1, δ̄2) (7)

in order to reduce the computational complexity, in analogy
with the Max-Log BCJR [22], [37]. Finally, (5) may be

FIGURE 7. State transition diagram of the LTE turbo code.
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employed for obtaining the extrinsic LLR b̄e1,k , where the
associative property of the max* operator of (6) may be
exploited to make it capable of simultaneously considering
more than two operands.

Note that each row of algorithmic blocks shown in
Figure 4 is appended with a termination unit, compris-
ing three algorithmic blocks having indices of (N + 1),
(N + 2) and (N + 3). These termination blocks employ
only (2) in conjunction with L = 2 and (4), operat-
ing in a backward recursion fashion to successively cal-
culate β̄N+2, β̄N+1 and β̄N . Here, we employ β̄N+3 =
[0,−∞,−∞, . . . ,−∞], since the LTE termination tech-
nique guarantees SN+3 = 0. As described in Section II-A,
here −∞ may be replaced by a negative constant having a
suitably high magnitude, when a fixed-point number repre-
sentation is employed. Note that the termination units can
be operated before and independently of the iterative decod-
ing process, since the required a priori LLRs [b̄a1,k ]

N+3
k=N+1

and [b̄a2,k ]
N+3
k=N+1 are provided only by the demodulator, with

no data dependencies on the otherN algorithmic blocks in the
row. Owing to this, the resultant β̄N can be used throughout
the iterative decoding process, with no need to operate the
termination unit again, as described in Section II-A.

C. COMPARISON WITH LOG-BCJR
This section summarizes the key differences between the
improved FPTD algorithm of (2)-(5), the FPTD algorithm
of [23] and the state-of-the-art Log-BCJR turbo decoder
algorithm, according to [23]. As shown in Table 1, the com-
parison considers the number of clock cycles per decoding
iteration (T ), the clock cycle duration (D), the number of
decoding iterations required (I ), the complexity per decod-
ing iteration (C), the overall throughput ( 1

T ·D·I ), the overall
latency (T ·D·I ), the overall complexity (C ·I ) and the overall
hardware resource requirement. Note that a more detailed
comparison is offered in [23].

As discussed in Section II-A, the FPTD algorithm requires
only two clock cycles per iteration (TFPTD = 2), since each
half-iteration requires only a single clock cycle. By con-
trast, each iteration of the state-of-the-art Log-BCJR decod-
ing algorithm of [18] requires TLog-BCJR = [64, 192]
clock cycles, depending on the specific frame length of
N ∈ [2048, 6144]. However, the duration of each clock cycle
is dependent upon the length of the critical path through each
algorithmic block in the FPTD algorithm. In [23], it was
shown that the critical path of the FPTD algorithm com-
prises 7 datapath stages compared to the 3 of the state-of-
the-art Log-BCJR decoder, giving DFPTD = 7/3DLog-BCJR.
However, we will show in Section III that the refinements
of (2)-(5) reduce the FPTD critical path to 6 stages, giving
DFPTD = 2DLog-BCJR. Furthermore, the results of Section IV
will demonstrate how this reduction in critical path length
affects the maximum clock frequency. However, a differ-
ent number of iterations is required for the FPTD algo-
rithm to achieve the same error correction capability as
the state-of-the-art Log-BCJR decoder. More specifically,

FIGURE 8. BER comparison between the floating-point FPTD and the
floating-point Log-BCJR turbo decoder, considering exact max* operation
of (6), approximate max* operation of (7) and approximate max* with
message LLR scaling (f2 = 0.75). The Log-BCJR turbo decoder employs the
non-sliding windowing mechanism with a window size of 96 [16], [18].
The BER was simulated for the case of transmitting the longest LTE
N = 6144-bit frames over an AWGN channel.

the simulation results of Figure 8 show that when commu-
nicating over an AWGN channel, IFPTD = 39 iterations are
required by the floating-point FPTD of [23] to achieve the
same BER performance as a floating-point Log-BCJR turbo
decoder using ILog-BCJR = 6 iterations, for both the case of
using the exact max* operation of (6) and the approximate
max* operation of (7). Considering all of these aspects, the
overall decoding throughput ( N

T ·D·I ) and latency (T · D · I )
of the reduced critical datapath length based FPTD algorithm
can be predicted to be 7.38 times superior to those of the state-
of-the-art Log-BCJR decoding algorithm of [18], for the case
where N = 6144, as shown in Table 1. By contrast, the
FPTD of [23] was predicted to be 6.86 times superior to the
Log-BCJR decoder in [23], since DFPTD = 7/3DLog-BCJR
and because IFPTD = 48 and ILog-BCJR = 8 iterations were
assumed, which are appropriate for communication over a
Rayleigh fading channel.

Furthermore, in [23], the complexity per iteration of the
FPTD algorithm was quantified as CFPTD = 155N addition,
subtraction and max* operations, which is roughly 51.6%
lower than that employed by the Log-BCJR decoder of [18],
for which CLog-BCJR = 320N . However, the overall com-
plexity of the FPTD is CFPTD·IFPTD

CLog-BCJR·ILog-BCJR
= 3.15 times higher

than that of the Log-BCJR decoder of [18], when employing
IFPTD = 39 and ILog-BCJR = 6 iterations for decoding each
frame. In Section IV, we will quantify how this complexity
translates into VLSI energy consumption per frame. Despite
this pessimistic complexity comparison, our experimental
results show that the energy consumption of the FPTD is com-
parable to that of the state-of-the-art turbo decoder of [16].
It is not clear however, how the energy consumption com-
pares to that of the state-of-the-art turbo decoder of [18],
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TABLE 1. Comparison of various characteristics between the proposed FPTD and the state-of-the-art Log-BCJR LTE turbo decoder for three cases, namely
the estimation presented in [23], the estimation presented in this work and the post-layout simulation results. The gain between the FPTD and the
Log-BCJR decoder are shown in the brackets, for the case where N = 6144.

since its energy consumption was not quantified in that
paper.

Moreover, the authors of [23] estimated that the over-
all normalized VLSI core area (measured in mm2/Gbps)
required by the FPTD algorithm may be 4.27 times higher
than that of the state-of-the-art turbo decoder of [18], when
N = 6144 and the estimated throughput gain factor of 6.86
provided in [23] is considered. However, this factor of 4.27
normalized area expansion is reduced to 3.96, when consid-
ering the estimated throughput gain factor of 7.38, obtained
for the enhanced FPTD algorithm proposed in this paper,
as shown in Table 1. Further to this, the post-layout results of
Section IV will show that the proposed FPTD VLSI actually
has a significantly lower normalized area than this pessimistic
prediction.

III. FIXED-POINT FPTD VLSI
In this section, we propose a VLSI implementation of the
refined FPTD algorithm of Section II, based on the schemat-
ics of Figures 9 and 10.More specifically, Figure 9 depicts the
proposed processing element, which closely approximates
the function of each algorithmic block shown in Figure 4.
Meanwhile, Figure 10 portrays the proposed implementation
of the three algorithmic blocks that form each termination

unit shown in Figure 4. In order to implement the odd-even
operation described in Section II, the FPTD VLSI core is
designed to perform the first half-iteration by operating the
processing elements of Figure 5 on the rising clock edge, then
operating the remaining processing elements of Figure 6 on
the falling clock edge in order to perform the second half-
iteration. Thus, each iteration requires T = 2 clock edges
rather than T = 2 clock cycles as discussed in Section II. For
the sake of simplicity, our following discussions redefine the
notation D as the duration between clock edges, rather than
the clock cycle duration, accordingly. Furthermore, in this
work we assume that the FPTD VLSI core is integrated with
the demodulator and other physical layer components onto
a single chip, enabling all the channel LLRs of [b̄a,u2,k ]

N+3
k=1 ,

[b̄a,u3,k ]
N
k=1, [b̄

a,u
1,k ]

N+3
k=N+1, [b̄

a,l
2,k ]

N+3
k=1 and [b̄a,l1,k ]

N+3
k=N+1 to be fed

from the demodulator to the FPTD core in parallel, within a
single clock cycle. Indeed, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
operation used in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (OFDM) based demodulation natively outputs all the
channel LLRs in parallel [38].
The rest of this section is structured as follows.

In Section III-A, we discuss the implementation of (2), (3),
(4), (5) within the proposed processing element of Figure 9,
as well as the implementation of (2) and (4) within the
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FIGURE 9. The datapath for the kth processing element of the proposed
fixed-point FPTD for the case of the LTE turbo code. The six datapath
stages are distinguished by the dark/light shading and are indexed
as shown in the curly brackets.

proposed termination unit of Figure 10. In Section III-B,
we discuss the specific number representation technique
and the corresponding bit widths used in Figures 9 and 10.

FIGURE 10. The datapath for the termination unit of the proposed
fixed-point FPTD for the case of the LTE turbo code. The eight datapath
stages are distinguished by the dark/light shading and are indexed
as shown in the curly brackets.

Additionally, the quantization of the a priori channel LLRs
(b̄a2,k , b̄

a
3,k ), as well as the clipping of the extrinsic message

LLR (b̄e1,k ) and extrinsic state metrics (ᾱk , β̄k−1) are also
detailed in Section III-B. Section III-C introduces the scaling
technique that is applied to the a priori message LLR b̄a1,k
in Figure 9, for the sake of improving the BER performance.
In Section III-D, we consider normalization techniques for
controlling the dynamic range of the extrinsic state metrics
(ᾱk , β̄k−1) of each processing element, in order to prevent
overflow,when the fixed-point number representation is used.
In Section III-E, we propose a novel bypass mechanism,
which allows an FPTD having a hard-wired interleaver to
additionally support various shorter frame lengths, having
compatible interleaver designs.

A. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHMIC
BLOCK AND TERMINATION UNIT
Figure 9 depicts the datapath of the processing element pro-
posed for computing (2), (3), (4), (5) within each algorithmic
block of Figure 4. All processing of Figure 9 is completed
using only a single clock edge, which causes the signals to
propagate through six equal-length datapath stages within the
duration D. The first stage implements a multiplication for
message LLR scaling, which will be detailed in Section III-C.
Since b3(Sk−1, Sk ) ≡ b1(Sk−1, Sk ) for the LTE turbo code,
there are only four possible values that γ̄k (Sk−1, Sk ) can adopt
as a result of (2), namely b̄a2,k , b̄

a
1,k+b̄

a
3,k , b̄

a
1,k+b̄

a
2,k+b̄

a
3,k and

zero. Therefore, (2) can be implemented as two consecutive
additions, occupying the second and the third datapath stages,
as shown in Figure 9.
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Following the computation of (2), each extrinsic state
metric of (3) and (4) can be calculated using two parallel
additions followed by a max* operation, which occupy the
fourth and fifth datapath stages, respectively. Note that some
transitions have a metric γ̄k (Sk−1, Sk ) of zero, allowing the
corresponding additions in (3) and (4) to be omitted in order
to reduce the complexity, imposed as shown in Figure 9. Note
that the approximate max* operation of (7) is used for the
computation of (3) and (4), owing to its lower computational
complexity than the exactmax* operation of (6).More explic-
itly, the max*(δ̄1, δ̄2) computation of (7) can be calculated
by using a generic ripple adder to calculate δ̄1 − δ̄2, then
using a multiplexer to select either δ̄1 or δ̄2 depending on the
polarity of the subtraction result. Owing to this, a datapath
stage implementing the approximate max* operation of (7)
can be said to have a similar length to the one implementing a
generic ripple addition. Note that following (3) and (4), a state
metric normalization step is performed in the sixth datapath
stage in order to manage overflow, as will be discussed
in Section III-D.

By comparison, (5) comprises three stages of additions and
three stages of max* operations, requiring the six datapath
stages, as shown in Figure 9. Note that the total number of
additions required by (5) can be reduced by exploiting the
relationship max*(A + C, B + C) = max*(A, B) + C [39],
which holds for both the exact max* of (6) and the approxi-
mate max* of (7). More specifically, the term b2(Sk−1, Sk ) ·
b̄a2,k+ᾱk−1(Sk−1)+β̄k (Sk ) in (5) requires sixteen additions for
computing ᾱk−1(Sk−1)+β̄k (Sk ) for the sixteen transitions and
some extra additions for adding the term b2(Sk−1, Sk ) · b̄a2,k ,
as shown in Figure 9. More specifically, eight of the
transitions in Figure 9 correspond to a bit value of
b2(Sk−1, Sk ) = 0, which results in the term b2(Sk−1, Sk ) ·
b̄a2,k = 0, allowing the corresponding additions to be
omitted. Furthermore, by grouping together the remain-
ing eight transitions that correspond to a bit value of
b2(Sk−1, Sk ) = 1, the addition of b̄a2,k to the corresponding
ᾱk−1(Sk−1)+β̄k (Sk ) terms can be carried out after the follow-
ing max* operations. Owing to this, only two additions are
required for the b2(Sk−1, Sk ) · b̄a2,k terms in (5), as indicated
using * at the fourth datapath stage of Figure 9.

Note that the algorithmic block of Figure 9 requires only
six datapath stages, rather than the seven or eight stages that
are identified for the FPTD algorithm in [23]. This reduction
is achieved by merging [23, eq. (2) and (5)], in order to
form (5) in this work. Furthermore, this modification reduces
the average number of additions and subtractions required
by each algorithmic block from 47.5 to 45, excluding the
message LLR scaling and state metric normalization opera-
tions that will be described in Sections III-C and III-D. Note
however that the modifications proposed here are optimized
for the LTE turbo code and may not be applicable to other
codes, such as the duo-binary WiMAX turbo code.

By contrast, the termination unit of Figure 10 requires eight
datapath stages in order to implement the three consecutive

algorithmic blocks, which operate on the basis of only (2)
in conjunction with L = 2 and (4), in order to convert the
termination LLRs b̄a1,N+1, b̄

a
1,N+2, b̄

a
1,N+3, b̄

a
2,N+1, b̄

a
2,N+2

and b̄a2,N+3 into the extrinsic backward state metrics β̄N .
As shown in Figure 10, the first datapath stage is used for
calculating (2) for all three termination blocks. Then the
following six datapath stages are used for calculating (4) for
the three algorithmic blocks in a backward recursive manner,
where calculating (4) for each algorithmic block requires
two datapath stages. The final datapath stage is occupied
by normalization, which will be described in Section III-D.
Note that although the termination delay of the unit’s eight
datapath stages is longer than that of the six stages used by the
processing element of Figure 9, the termination unit does not
dictate the critical path length of the FPTD, which remains
six datapath stages. This is because the termination units
only need to be operated once before the iterative decoding
process begins, as described in Section II-B. Intuitively, this
would imply that the termination units impose a delay of
two clock edges before the iterative decoding process was
begin. However, in the proposed implementation the opera-
tion of the termination units starts at the same time as the
iterative decoding process. Therefore, the termination units
do not impose a delay of two clock edges before the iterative
decoding process can begin, but the correct backward state
metrics β̄N cannot be guaranteed during the first decoding
iteration, which is performed during the first two clock edges.
However, our experimental results show that this does not
cause any BER degradation.

B. NUMBER REPRESENTATION AND BIT WIDTHS
Our FPTD VLSI core operates on the basis of fixed-point
arithmetic, which is motivated by the observation that the
LLRs typically have a low dynamic range [40]. More
specifically, the two’s complement number representation is
employed owing to its efficiency for addition, subtraction
and maximum calculations, which dominate the processing
elements of Figures 9 and 10. In the proposed FPTD VLSI,
the fixed-point numbers have various bit widths w, allowing
the representation of values in the range [−2w−1, 2w−1 − 1].
More specifically, a bit width w1 is employed for the
a priori parity LLRs b̄a2,k and the systematic LLRs b̄a3,k , while
w2 > w1 is employed for the a priori and extrinsic message
LLRs b̄a1,k and b̄e1,k , as well as for the a priori and extrinsic
state metrics ᾱk−1, ᾱk , β̄k and β̄k−1.

As shown at the top of Figure 9, the a priori parity
LLR b̄a2,k and the systematic LLR b̄a3,k are provided by
the demodulator, in which a quantizer is employed for
converting the real-valued LLRs to fixed-point LLRs hav-
ing the bit width w1. It is assumed that the modulator
applies noise-dependent scaling [40] to the a priori LLRs
b̄a2,k and b̄a3,k prior to the quantizer, in order to prevent a
significant BER performance degradation owing to quanti-
zation distortion. More specifically, the linear scaling factor
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of f1 = v · (x · Eb/N0 + y) is employed for communication
over an AWGN channel, where v = 2w1−1 is the range
corresponding to the resolution of the quantizer, while
x and y are coefficients. For the quantizer having bit widths
of w1 = {3, 4, 5, 6} bits, the optimal values of these
coefficients are x = {0.0375, 0.0275, 0.0275, 0.0275} and
y = {0.39, 0.3, 0.27, 0.25}, as discussed in [40]. Note that
since these scaling and quantization operations are assumed
to be performed by the demodulator, they are not imple-
mented in the proposed FPTD VLSI core.

While the values of b̄a2,k and b̄a3,k do not change during
the iterative decoding process, the magnitudes of the a priori
and extrinsic message LLRs b̄a1,k and b̄e1,k tend to grow in
successive iterations. Therefore, b̄a1,k and b̄e1,k are likely to
reach significantly higher magnitudes than b̄a2,k and b̄a3,k ,
during the iterative decoding process. Owing to this, the BER
results of Figure 13 reveal that in order to prevent saturation or
overflow causing error floors at high Eb/N0 values, the LLRs
b̄a1,k and b̄

e
1,k require bit widths that are at least two bits wider

than those of the a priori channel LLRs b̄a2,k and b̄
a
3,k , giving

w2 > w1+2. Note that Figure 13 will be discussed in greater
detail in Section III-D.

Upon adding two fixed-point numbers, overflow can be
avoided by setting the bit width of the result to be one bit
wider than the widest of the two operands. When adopting
this strategy for the calculations of (2)-(5), the widest bit
width required for the intermediate values within the process-
ing elements is (w2 + 2), in the case where w2 = (w1 + 2).
More specifically, the intermediate variable (b̄a1,k+b̄

a
3,k ) of (2)

requires (w2 + 1) bits, as shown in Figure 9. Similarly, the
intermediate variable (b̄a1,k + b̄

a
2,k + b̄

a
3,k ) of (2) also requires

(w2+1) bits, since the variable (b̄a2,k+ b̄
a
3,k ) requires (w1+1)

bits, which is shorter than the w2 bits of b̄a1,k when
w2 > w1 + 1.
For the calculations of (3) and (4), the sixteen results of the

first stage of additions (in the fourth datapath stage) require
different bit widths up to (w2+2). More specifically, some of
the sixteen results do not require an addition, allowing the bit
width to be maintained at w2. By contrast, (w2 + 1) bits are
required for the results obtained by adding the a priori state
metric with the a priori LLR b̄a2,k . Meanwhile, (w2 + 2) bits
are required for the results obtained by adding the a priori
state metric to the intermediate variables (b̄a1,k + b̄a3,k ) or
(b̄a1,k + b̄a2,k + b̄a3,k ), as shown in Figure 9. Following these
additions, (3) and (4) perform the approximate max* opera-
tion of (7) in the fifth datapath stage, although this does not
require an extra bit, since the output of (7) is given by replicat-
ing one of its operands. As will be described in Section III-D,
the normalization of (3) and (4) is achieved by performing
a subtraction in the sixth datapath stage, which requires an
additional bit. However, this is followed by clipping, which
reduces the bit width of the extrinsic state metrics from up
to (w2 + 2) bits to w2 bits. Here, clipping is achieved by
reducing the magnitude of any values that are outside the

range that can be represented using the bit width of w2 to the
boundary values of that range, namely to −2w2−1 for a nega-
tive number having an excessive magnitude and 2w2−1 − 1
for a positive number. When calculating (5), bit widths of
(w2 + 1) and (w2 + 2) are respectively required for the
intermediate values that result from the additions in the first
and fourth datapath stages, as shown in Figure 9. Similarly,
the final subtraction in (5) is followed by clipping, which
guarantees that the final extrinsic LLR b̄e1,k has the same bit
width w2 as the a priori LLR b̄a1,k .
Note that although state-of-the-art Log-BCJR turbo

decoder implementations typically use a wider bit width for
the forward state metrics and backward state metrics than
that used for the message LLRs, our experimental results
show that the proposed FPTD does not benefit from any
BER improvement, when using unequal bit widths for the
state metrics and the message LLRs. This may be because in
all datapaths used for calculating the extrinsic state metrics
and the extrinsic message LLRs, the bitwidth grows from
w2 to w2 + 2 before the clipping, as shown in Figure 9.
As a result, the clipping cuts off two out of w2 + 2 bits,
hence reducing the dynamic range of every calculated value
by a factor of 2/(w2 + 2). However, if a wider bitwidth of
w3 > w2 is used for the state metrics, then w3 + 2 − w2
out of w3 + 2 bits must be clipped from the extrinsic LLRs,
in order to maintain the desired bitwidth of w2 and vice
versa. This results in a dynamic range loss by a factor of
(w3 + 2 − w2)/(w3 + 2), which is higher than 2/(w2 + 2),
when w3 > w2. Therefore, using different bitwidths for the
state metrics and the message LLRs in the proposed datapath
of Figure 9 imposes a higher dynamic range loss for one
compared to the other, whichmay result in BER degradations,
rather than improvements as in the state-of-the-art Log-BCJR
turbo decoder implementations.

Additionally, the BER performance of the proposed fixed-
point FPTD having various bit widths of (w1,w2) =
{(3, 5), (4, 6), (5, 7), (6, 8)} is compared in Figure 11. It may
be observed that the BER performance improves significantly
upon increasing the bit width from (3, 5) to (4, 6) and then
to (5, 7). However, the improvement becomes much smaller
upon increasing the bit width any further.

C. MESSAGE LLR SCALING
In addition to the noise-dependent scaling that is applied
to b̄a2,k and b̄a3,k by the demodulator as described in
Section III-B, the BER performance of conventional
Log-BCJR turbo decoders that employ the approximate max*
operation of (7) can be improved by scaling the a priori
LLR b̄a1,k [41]. The optimal scaling factor was found to be
f2 = 0.7 in [41] for the case of conventional Log-BCJR
turbo decoders employing floating-point arithmetic. Inspired
by this, our BER simulations of Figure 8 show that applying
a scaling factor of f2 = 0.7 to b̄a1,k is also beneficial for the
floating-point FPTD algorithm employing the approximate
max* operation of (7), offering about 0.2 dB BER gain in
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FIGURE 11. BER performance of the fixed-point FPTD using the
approximate max* operation of (7), message LLR scaling (f2 = 0.75),
state-zero state metric normalization and various bit widths (w1,w2). The
BER performance is compared to that of the floating-point FPTD using the
approximate max* operation of (7), both with and without message LLR
scaling (f2 = 0.7). The BER was simulated for the case of transmitting
N = 6144-bit frames over an AWGN channel, when performing I = 39
decoding iterations.

FIGURE 12. An example of two’s complement multiplication, where the
multiplicand is an integer and the multiplier is 0.75. The truncation of
floor is applied to the product after the decimal point (4).

the turbo-cliff region. Furthermore, our results of Figure 11
show that the proposed fixed-point FPTD VLSI benefits
from applying a scaling factor of f2 = 0.75. In the case
of employing bits widths of (w1,w2) = (6, 8), this results
in the same BER performance as the floating-point FPTD
having a scaling factor of f2 = 0.7. Note that a scaling
factor of f2 = 0.75 requires lower hardware complexity than
one of f2 = 0.7 for the case of fixed-point implementation.
More specifically, by exploiting the two’s complement mul-
tiplication arithmetic illustrated in Figure 12, the message
LLR scaling factor of 0.75 may be applied to the a priori
LLR b̄a1,k using two steps. In the first step, b̄a1,k is added to
a replica of itself that has been shifted to the left by one
bit position, according to b̄a1,k + (b̄a1,k � 1). Then in a
second step, a floor truncation [30] is applied to the two least
significant bits of the result, which maintains the same bit
width as that employed before the message LLR scaling.
Here, the bit shifting can be carried out by hard-wiring,
since the scaling factor of f2 = 0.75 is fixed throughout

the iterative decoding process. Note that our experiments
show that floor truncation imposes no sensible degradation
on the BER performance of the proposed fixed-point FPTD,
compared to employing other truncation methods, such as
ceil, fix and round [30]. Furthermore, floor truncation can
be implemented with the aid of hard-wiring as well, hence
avoiding the requirement for any additional hardware apart
from an adder. For this reason, message LLR scaling occupies
only the first datapath stage of Figure 9, which has the same
length as all other datapath stages.

D. STATE METRIC NORMALIZATION
When performing successive iterations during the iterative
decoding process, the values of the extrinsic state met-
rics ᾱk and β̄k−1 can grow without upper bound [28].
In order to prevent any potential BER error floors that may be
caused by saturation or overflow, statemetric normalization is
required for reducing the magnitudes of ᾱk and β̄k−1 in order
to ensure that they remain within the range that is supported
by their bit width w2. As shown in Figure 9, normalization is
performed in the sixth datapath stage within each processing
element. This is achieved by subtracting a constant from all

extrinsic forward state metrics [ᾱk (Sk )]
M−1
Sk=0

and all extrinsic

backward state metrics [β̄k−1(Sk−1)]
M−1
Sk−1=0

, whereM = 8 for
LTE [27], [28]. Note that subtracting a constant value from
the extrinsic state metrics does not change the information
that they convey, since this is carried by their differences,
rather than by their absolute values. Note that the subtracted
constants may adopt different values for the forward and
backward extrinsic state metrics of ᾱk as well as β̄k−1 and
may adopt different values in processing elements having
different indices k ∈ [1,N ].

Conventionally, the constant subtracted from a set of
M = 8 extrinsic state metrics is either their maximum [28]
or their minimum [27]. However, both methods impose a
computational overhead for obtaining the maximum or the
minimum, which would require extra circuits and additional
datapath stages in the fixed-point FPTD, hence increasing
its core area and propagation delay D. More specifically,
searching for the maximum or minimum of M = 8 extrinsic
state metrics would require three successive pairwise oper-
ations, occupying three datapath stages, which would sig-
nificantly increase the number of datapath stages employed
in the processing element of Figure 9 beyond stage six.
Although an improvedmaximum-finding algorithm [42] may
be employed to reduce this degradation, it would still extend
the critical path length and increase the area of the proposed
FPTD VLSI. Alternatively, the modulo normalization
technique [18], [28] is capable of normalizing the state
metrics without requiring any subtraction, imposing no
computational overhead. However, in order to avoid any
BER degradation, the bit width used for representing the state
metrics has to be increased by at least two bits in the fixed-
point Log-BCJR turbo decoder implementations, as well as
in the proposed fixed-point FPTD VLSI. This would cause
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an overall increase in bitwidth that is required by the pro-
posed fixed-point FPTD VLSI, resulting in a longer critical
path length and hence implying a performance degradation
in terms of processing throughput and processing latency.
Owing to this, we instead employ the state-zero state metric
normalization method of [10] for the proposed FPTD VLSI.
More specifically, the values of ᾱk (0) and β̄k−1(0) are respec-
tively selected for normalizing the forward state metrics ᾱk
and the backward state metrics β̄k−1 of the k th processing
element, as shown in Figure 9. As suggested in [10], there
are two main advantages to this approach. Firstly, apart from
the subtraction itself, no additional computational overhead
is imposed by finding the maximum or minimum value,
for example. Secondly, after the state-zero normalization,
zero-values are guaranteed for the first extrinsic state metrics
ᾱk (0) = 0 and β̄k−1(0) = 0. In our proposed FPTD VLSI,
this allows the registers and additions involving ᾱk−1(0) and
β̄k (0) to be simply removed, saving two w2-bit registers
and seven additions per processing element, as shown by
the dotted lines in Figure 9. Furthermore, this approach
guarantees a constant value of zero for one of the operands
in three of the max* operations, simplifying them to using
the sign bit of the other non-zero operand for selecting which
specific operand is output.

FIGURE 13. BER comparison of the fixed-point FPTD using the
approximate max* operation of (7) and message LLR scaling (f2 = 0.75)
with three different state metric normalization methods, namely max,
min and state-zero, as well as two different bit widths of (w1,w2) = (4,5)
and (4,6). The BER was simulated for the case of transmitting
N = 6144-bit frames over an AWGN channel, when performing I = 39
decoding iterations.

Furthermore, Figure 13 shows that the max, min and
state-zero state metric normalization methods yield the same
BER performance, when the bit width w2 is sufficiently
high, having a value of w2 = (w1 + 2). However, these
normalization methods offer different BER performances in
the error floor region, when w2 is not sufficient. More specif-
ically, when the fixed-point FPTD uses bit widths of (4, 5),
the max normalization method offers the lowest error floor,

although the state-zero normalization method is still superior
to the min normalization method, in this case.

E. BYPASS UNIT
A hard-wired N = 6144-bit LTE interleaver is used for
the proposed FPTD VLSI implementation, in order to min-
imize the corresponding hardware complexity. While it may
seem that the employment of a hard-wired interleaver would
prevent the decoding of frames having other lengths and
interleaver patterns, we propose a bypassmechanism that also
allows shorter frame lengths having compatible interleaver
patterns to be supported by the proposed implementation.
More explicitly, each processing element employs a set of
M · w2 binary multiplexers along the paths of both the for-
ward and the backward extrinsic state metrics, as shown in
Figure 9. Each set of multiplexers is used for providing the
corresponding registers with one of two selectable inputs,
namely either the state metrics provided by the concatenated
processing elements, or a set of state metrics that are provided
from further down the row of processing elements. These
two inputs correspond to two different operational modes
for each processing element, namely the normal and bypass
modes. More explicitly, if the normal mode is selected for
the k th processing element, then it will process both forward
and backward state metrics. By contrast, if the bypassmode is
selected, then a direct link is bridged over for the state metrics
between the (k − 1)st and (k + 1)st processing elements,
bypassing the k th processing element.

Upon decoding frames having a frame length ofN < 6144,
only a set of N processing elements are required in each row,
allowing the remaining processing elements to be switched
off during the iterative decoding process. Accordingly, this
may be achieved by selecting the bypass mode for the deac-
tivated processing elements, in order to guarantee that both
the forward and backward state metrics can propagate to all
activated processing elements. Note that we assume that all
a priori systematic LLRs and a priori parity LLRs repre-
senting the N -bit frame can be correctly fed to the corre-
sponding registers shown in Figure 4 from the demodulator.
By carefully selecting, which specific processing elements
are placed in the bypass mode, different compatible inter-
leaver patterns can be implemented. In the simple example
of Figure 14, the FPTD employs N = 10-bit in conjunc-
tion with the hard-wired interleaver having the pattern of
π1 = {7, 8, 9, 6, 3, 10, 1, 4, 5, 2}, which may be configured
to decode N = 4-bit frames having the interleaver pat-
tern π2 = {3, 4, 1, 2}. This is achieved by selecting the
normal mode for the processing elements in the lower row
having the indices k = {1, 2, 5, 8}, while for the process-
ing elements in the upper row the indices k = {3, 4, 7, 8}
may be employed. Meanwhile, the bypass mode is selected
for the remaining processing elements having the indices
of k = {3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10} in the lower row and π1(k) =
{1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10} in the upper row.

The control of this bypass mechanism may be imple-
mented as shown in Figure 4. More specifically, when the
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FIGURE 14. An example of decoding short frames using a FPTD, in which
both upper and lower decoders comprise N = 10 processing elements
that are connected by the hard-wired interleaver of π1 = {7,8,9,6,3,
10,1,4,5,2}, as shown by both the solid and dashed lines. When
decoding frames having N = 4 with the interleaver of π2 = {3,4,1,2},
only the lower processing elements having the indices k = {1,2,5,8} and
the upper processing elements having the indices k = {3,4,7,8} are
employed, using the interleaver connections shown by the
solid lines.

FPTD is required to support K different interleaver patterns,
these may be selected using control bits. As shown
in Figure 4, a decoding circuit may be employed for accepting
the dlog2(K )e control bits C, which processes K Boolean
outputs ofN = {N1,N2, . . . ,NK } corresponding to theK dif-
ferent interleaver patterns. In any particular configuration,
only one of the K outputs is asserted, while the others remain
at zero. As shown in Figure 9, this allows the bypass unit of
each processing element to be controlled by a corresponding
tristate box, which comprisesK tristate gates, each controlled
by the corresponding Boolean signal gleaned from N . When
selected, each tristate passes a predefined binary value to the
bypass unit of the corresponding processing element, in order
to select either the normal or the bypass mode of operation.
Here, each tristate may be implemented using a single trans-
mission gate, where a single p-type MOSFET transistor may
be used for outputting a logical one (VDD) or a single
n-type MOSFET transistor may be used for passing a logical
zero (GND). Note that the connections in the shaded region
of each tristate box shown in Figure 4 may be predefined,
according to the requirements of the particular interleaver
patterns supported.

However, a complex offline search is required in order
to determine the specific configuration necessitated by sup-
porting a particular interleaver pattern. For example, the
LTE turbo code supports K = 188 different interleaver
patterns, each having a different length N in the range
40 to 6144 bits. Our preliminary results have shown
that by using the bypass mechanism, a FPTD having the
N = 6144-bit LTE interleaver pattern can be also configured
to support all LTE interleaver patterns having the lengths of
N ∈ [40, 200]. This has been determined using an algo-
rithm that searches for a configuration of the bypass mech-
anism that maps a particular shorter interleaver pattern into a
specific longer interleaver pattern.

In the first step of the algorithm, the search space is reduced
by eliminating mappings of particular connections in the
shorter interleaver into particular connections in the longer
interleaver that would make the overall mapping impossi-
ble. For example, consider the mapping of the interleaver

π2 = {3, 4, 1, 2} into the interleaver π1 = {7, 8, 9,
6, 3, 10, 1, 4, 5, 2} of Figure 14. Here, the connection
π1(3) = 9 of the interleaver π1 connects the block in the
lower row having the index k = 3 to the block in the
upper row having the index π1(k) = 9. This connection
cannot be mapped to the connection π2(3) = 1 of the shorter
interleaver π2. This is because π2(3) = 1 must be mapped to
a connection in π1 to a block in the upper row that has at least
three more blocks to its right, in order to leave room for the
connections π2(4) = 2, π2(1) = 3 and π2(2) = 4. Likewise,
there are several other mappings that are impossible, because
they do not leave enough room at the right-hand end of the
top row. Furthermore, some other mappings are impossible
because they do not leave enough room at the left-hand end
of the top row, or at either end of the bottom row. Once all
of these mappings have been eliminated, as a result some
other mappings may become impossible. For example, since
π1(3) = 9 cannot be mapped to π2(3) = 1 as described
above, π1(4) = 6 cannot be mapped to π2(4) = 2. This
is because π1(4) = 6 connects to a block so far to the left
of the bottom row that mapping it to π2(4) = 2 would
require the connections of π2 to the first three blocks in the
lower row to be mapped to the connections of π1 to the
first three blocks in the lower row. In particular, this would
require π1(3) = 9 to be mapped to π2(3) = 1, but this
has been identified as being impossible, as described above.
In this way, the process can iterate, with the elimination of
each potential mapping triggering the elimination of further
potential mappings and so on. This process can continue, until
no more eliminations are triggered. If it is determined that
a particular connection in the shorter interleaver π2 cannot
be mapped to any connections in the longer interleaver π1,
then this reveals that the mapping of π2 into π1 is impos-
sible, hence halting the algorithm. Table 2 shows the valid
mappings of the connections of π2 to the connections of π1,
as identified during the first step of the algorithm. Note
that the technique used for identifying eliminations described
above corresponds to maintaining a triangular arrange-
ment of zeros in the bottom left and top right of both
Table 2(a) and 2(b).

In the second step of the algorithm, a brute-force search
of the reduced search space from the first step is employed
in order to find an overall mapping of the shorter interleaver
pattern onto the longer interleaver pattern. This process must
consider not only whether individual connections from the
longer interleaver patten can be mapped to particular connec-
tions in the shorter pattern as in the first step, but also whether
their combination maintains the ordering of the blocks in the
top and bottom rows. For example, the mappings π1(5) = 3
to π2(1) = 3, π1(2) = 8 to π2(2) = 4, π1(8) = 4 to
π2(3) = 1 and π1(10) = 2 to π2(4) = 2 are all individually
valid, as may be identified during the first step described
above. Indeed, all of these mappings form part of a legitimate
mapping of π2 into π1. However, they cannot form parts
of the same mapping. In particular, this is because these
mappings are listed in order of increasing k for π2(k), but the
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TABLE 2. Valid mappings between connections of the interleaver
π2 = {3,4,1,2} to the connections of the interleaver
π1 = {7,8,9,6,3,10,1,4,5,2}
of Figure 14. (a) The point of view from the bottom row of blocks. (b) The
point of view from the top row of blocks.

resultant ordering of k for π1(k) is {5, 2, 8, 10}, which is
not in increasing order. Therefore, this mapping does not
maintain the correct ordering of the blocks in the bottom row.
Likewise, this mapping does not maintain the correct ordering
of the blocks in the top row. By contrast, the mapping shown
in Figure 14 uses the mappings π1(1) = 7 to π2(1) = 3,
π1(2) = 8 to π2(2) = 4, π1(5) = 3 to π2(3) = 1 and
π1(8) = 4 to π2(4) = 2, which does maintain the
correct ordering of the blocks in both rows. These mappings
are highlighted in bold in Table 2. Note that this highlight-
ing cascades from the top left to the bottom right of both
Table 2(a) and 2(b), which indicates that it corresponds to a
valid mapping. The brute-force search continues until the first
legitimate mapping is found, whereupon the corresponding
normal or bypass mode can be determined for each block of
the FPTD.

However, this algorithm has revealed that a fully-parallel
turbo decoder having the N = 6144-bit LTE interleaver
pattern cannot be configured to support the LTE interleavers
having the lengths of N ∈ [784, 6080]. Unfortunately,
the complexity of our algorithm becomes excessive for the
remaining LTE interleaver patterns having the lengths of
N ∈ [208, 768] and so it is not clear which of these patterns
are supported by a fully-parallel turbo decoder having the
N = 6144-bit LTE interleaver pattern. Our future work will
refine the above algorithm in order to reduce its complex-
ity for these intermediate interleaver lengths. Furthermore,
we will search for the shortest fully-parallel turbo decoder
interleaver pattern that can be configured using the bypass
mechanism to support all K = 188 LTE interleaver patterns.

IV. RESULTS
In this section, we characterize the proposed FPTD VLSI
core, when implemented using the TSMC 65nm LP process.

These results are compared to a pair of state-of-the-art imple-
mentations of the Log-BCJR turbo decoder disseminated
in [16] and [18], both of which also use the TSMC 65nm
process technology. The proposed FPTD VLSI employs the
bit widths of (w1,w2) = (4, 6), which offers the same BER
performance as the benchmarkers, namely a BER of 10−6

at an AWGN Eb/N0 of 1 dB, as shown in Figure 11. Note
that it is not feasible to perform post-layout energy con-
sumption simulation for an entire FPTD VLSI, comprising
sufficient processing elements for supporting N = 6144-bit
LTE frames. Owing to this, our post-layout simulations con-
sider a single processing element of Figure 9, including
all the corresponding registers and the bypass unit of Fig-
ure 4, allowing both the energy consumption and the area
to be characterized. We then scale these results for estimat-
ing both the energy consumption and the area for an entire
N = 6144-bit FPTD VLSI. This approach is validated
in Section IV-A by comparing the scaled results to imple-
mentations of the entire decoders having the frame lengths
of N ∈ {40, 80, 160}. Following this, we characterize the
performance of the FPTDVLSI in terms of its energy, latency,
throughput and area in Sections IV-B and IV-C. Finally,
Section IV-D compares the simulated FPTD VLSI’s perfor-
mance to the predictions made in Section II-C, as well as to
some other recent Log-BCJR turbo decoder VLSI implemen-
tations.

A. PROCESSING ELEMENT AND ENTIRE FPTD VLSI
Figure 15 shows a post-layout view of a single FPTD pro-
cessing element of the proposed FPTD VLSI core, designed
for operating at fclk = 100 MHz. It is 228 µm in height and
38.2 µm in width, giving an area of AreaPE = 0.0087 mm2.
Note however that this area depends on the clock
frequency fclk that the processing element is designed for,
as will be detailed in Section IV-C. The ports are placed along
the four edges of the core, adopting similar positions to those
shown in Figure 9. Note that there are no input or output pads
shown in the layout of Figure 15, since the entire FPTD core
is assumed to be integrated into a baseband chip that also
includes the demodulator. More specifically, as shown in
Figure 15, the 4-bit a priori LLRs b̄a2,k and b̄a3,k , as well as
the control signals of clock, reset and bypass are positioned
near the top edge. The 6-bit a priori message LLR b̄a1,k and
extrinsic message LLR b̄e1,k are located near the bottom edge.
In addition to these, the seven 6-bit a priori forward state
metrics ᾱk−1 and the seven 6-bit extrinsic backward state
metrics β̄k−1 are located along the left edge, whereas the
seven 6-bit extrinsic forward state metrics ᾱk and the
seven 6-bit a priori backward state metrics β̄k are located
along the right edge. Note that the state metrics of ᾱk−1(0),
ᾱk (0), β̄k−1(0) and β̄k (0) do not have to be transfered between
the adjacent algorithmic blocks, since they are guaranteed to
have zero-values, owing to the state-zero state metric nor-
malization method described in Section III-D. Furthermore,
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FIGURE 15. A post-layout view of a single FPTD processing element.

the locations of the ports for the forward and backward state
metrics are configured for ensuring when two processing ele-
ments are placed immediately side by side, the corresponding
a priori and extrinsic state metrics are correctly connected.

Furthermore, 2N of the processing elements of Figure 15
were tessellated in order to synthesize fully-fledged
FPTD decoders for the frame lengths of N ∈ {40, 80, 160}.
Owing to the tessellation, the area required by these
FPTD decoders was found to be closely approximated by
2N · AreaPE. When also considering the tristate box and the
8-to-188 decoder shown in Figure 4, the overall core area
of the proposed FPTD VLSI may be estimated according to
AreaFPTD = 2N ·(AreaPE+AreaTristate box)+Area8-188 decoder,
where AreaPE is the post-layout area of a single processing
element obtained by the layout tool, while AreaTristate box and
Area8-188 decoder are the areas for a tristate box and for the
8-to-188 decoder, respectively. For obtaining the area for

an entire FPTD VLSI, both AreaPE and AreaTristate box are
scaled by 2N , since there are in total 2N processing elements
and each processing element has an associated tristate box.
Note that as discussed in Section III-E, the proposed tris-
tate boxes comprise a number of individual n-type/p-type
MOSFET transmission gates, which cannot be synthesized
using a standard digital design flow based upon the standard
digital gate library. It was for this reason that the bypass
controller, including tristate boxes and 8-to-188 decoder,
were not actually implemented in the N ∈ {40, 80, 160}-bit
FPTD VLSIs described above. However, their areas may
be estimated as follows. Since each tristate box includes
K = 188 n-type/p-typeMOSFET transistors, the area of each
tristate box can be calculated as AreaTristate box = 120.3µm2,
given that the area of an n-type/p-type MOSFET transistor is
approximately 0.64 µm2. Here, the area for a single n-type/
p-type MOSFET transistor is assumed to be half the area
quoted for an inverter in the TSMC 65nm datasheet [43],
since this comprises one n-type transistor and one p-type
transistor [44]. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4, the
dlog2(K )e = 8 to K = 188 decoder may be imple-
mented using 188 8-input AND gates in addition to eight
inverters, occupying an overall area of Area8-188 decoder

=

2792.6 µm2, given that the areas for an 8-input AND gate
and for an inverter are quoted in the datasheet as
14.8µm2 and 1.28µm2, respectively. In order to estimate the
layout-area overhead, we enlarge the areas of the tristate box
and the 8-to-188 decoder by 15%, giving AreaTristate box =
141.5 µm2 and Area8-188 decoder

= 3285.4 µm2. Note that
the routing for the hard-wired interleaver is assumed to be
accommodated in the metal layers of the FPTDVLSI core, as
was achieved in the N ∈ {40, 80, 160}-bit FPTDs described
above. Owing to this, the interleaver does not require any
additional area. In the case where the clock frequency of
fclk = 100 MHz is used for decoding N = 6144-bit frames,
the total area of the proposed FPTD VLSI core becomes
AreaFPTD = 109 mm2, although this value depends on the
clock frequency fclk that the VLSI is designed for, as will be
detailed in Section IV-C. Note that this area is small compared
to the baseband ASICs that are used in state-of-the-art LTE
base stations, although it is large compared to ASICs used in
mobile devices.

The energy consumption of the above-mentioned
N = {40, 80, 160}-bit FPTD VLSIs were estimated under
the typical operational conditions of 1.2 V and 25 ◦C.
Figure 16 shows the dynamic energy consumption per clock
edge (a half-iteration) of each processing element in each
row, averaged over the iterative decoding process. These
results were obtained for a clock frequency of 100 MHz
using PrimeTime [45] by averaging over I = 39 decoding
iterations of 100 frames, comprising a priori LLRs received
from an AWGN channel having an Eb/N0 of 1 dB. As shown
in Figure 16, the processing elements near the two ends of
each row consume less dynamic energy than those located
in the middle, regardless of the frame length N . This may
be attributed to the specific fixed values that are used for the
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FIGURE 16. Distribution of dynamic energy consumption per clock edge
for all processing elements having an index of k ∈ [1,N] in the proposed
FPTD VLSI, where N ∈ {40,80,160}. The energy consumption for each
index k is obtained for V = 1.2 V and fclk = 100 MHz as the average of
the kth upper processing element and the kth lower processing element,
during I = 39 decoding iterations of 100 frames, transmitted over an
AWGN channel having Eb/N0 = 1 dB.

a priori forward state metrics ᾱ0 and the a priori backward
state metrics β̄N at the two ends of the rows. Owing to this, the
logic switching that takes place during the iterative decoding
process in the processing elements near the two ends is
significantly lower than that which takes place in the other
processing elements. Note that the static energy consumption
is not quantified in Figure 16, although this may be expected
to be uniformly distributed over all processing elements, since
they are identical.

Owing to the nearly uniform distribution of dynamic and
static energy consumption, we estimate the energy of an
entire FPTD VLSI having an arbitrary length N by scaling
the average energy consumption of an individual processing
element located in the middle of a row. More specifically,
the FPTD VLSI’s overall energy consumption per clock edge
(a half-iteration) can be obtained as EFPTD

half-iteration = N ·
EPE
dynamic + 2N · EPE

static, where EPE is the averaged energy
per clock edge for a single processing element. The dynamic
energy consumption EPE

dynamic and the static energy consump-
tion EPE

static are respectively scaled by N and 2N , since the
FPTD VLSI of Figure 4 comprises 2N processing elements,
which consume static energy all the time, but only N of the
processing elements consume dynamic energy on each clock
edge, owing to the odd-even operation. This approach slightly
overestimates the energy consumption owing to the effect of
the area shaded in Figure 16, although this can be neglected,
whenN is sufficiently large. In the case whereEb/N0 = 1 dB,
V = 1.2 V and fclk = 100 MHz, Figure 16 suggests that
each processing element has a dynamic energy consumption
of EPE

dynamic = 10.2 pJ per clock edge, although this value
depends on the values of Eb/N0, V and fclk, as we will show
in Section IV-B. Likewise, our experiments reveal that each
processing element has an average static energy consumption
of EPE

static = 0.02 pJ per clock edge, when fclk = 100 MHz.
Note that the energy consumption of the termination units is
omitted from our analysis, since they are operated only once

at the beginning of the iterative decoding process, consuming
only a negligible amount of dynamic energy. Furthermore,
the static energy consumption of the termination units can be
neglected, since our experimental results reveal that this is
two orders of magnitude lower than the dynamic energy con-
sumption of an individual processing element. Similarly, the
energy consumption of the bypass controller is also omitted
for the same reason.

B. ENERGY AND LATENCY
The energy consumption per frame of the proposed entire
FPTD VLSI may be obtained by accumulating the energy
dissipation of every half-iteration according to EFPTD

frame =

2I · EFPTD
half-iteration, where the required number of iterations I

depends upon the Eb/N0 value of the channel and EFPTD
half-iteration

is the above-mentioned average energy consumption per
clock edge, which also depends on the Eb/N0 value of the
channel, as we will show below. For example, in the case
where Eb/N0 = 1 dB and fclk = 100MHz, the overall energy
per frame can be estimated as EFPTD

frame = 2I ·(N ·EPE
dynamic+2N ·

EPE
static) = 4.91µJ, in the case whereN = 6144-bit frames are

decoded using I = 39 iterations.

FIGURE 17. The average number of iterations required for different
Eb/N0 values, as well as the Energy consumption Per Frame (EPF) for the
proposed FPTD VLSI, where N = 6144, V = 1.2 V and fclk = 100 MHz.

Figure 17 characterizes the energy consumption per
frame of the proposed FPTD VLSI as a function of
Eb/N0, when decoding the longest N = 6144-bit LTE
frames, using a clock frequency of fclk = 100 MHz
and under the typical operational conditions of 1.2 V
and 25 ◦C. Two different decoding approaches are com-
pared here. In the first approach, a fixed number of
I = 39 iterations are performed for every frame. However,
as shown in Figure 17, the energy consumption per frame
reduces as the Eb/N0 value is increased, when employing
the fixed-iteration approach. This is because typically fewer
transmission errors occur at higher Eb/N0 values, allow-
ing the frame to be more easily decoded using less circuit
switching. In a second decoding approach, the LTE standard’s
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) [6], [46] may be employed
to curtail iterative decoding, as soon as the message is suc-
cessfully decoded, allowing fewer than IFPTD = 39 iterations
to be used by the FPTD at higher Eb/N0 values. When
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adopting this early-stopping approach, the average number of
iterations performed when decoding 6144-bit frames is char-
acterized in Figure 17 as a function of Eb/N0. These results
show that the FPTD algorithm uses IFPTD = 39 iterations at
low Eb/N0 values, but this reduces rapidly to approximately
I = 20 iterations at Eb/N0 values in the turbo-cliff region
(Eb/N0 ∈ [0.8, 1.4]) and then decreasing gracefully to fewer
than I = 10 iterations beyond the turbo-cliff region. The
energy consumed when employing early stopping has a sim-
ilar trend to the fixed-iteration approach, although more sig-
nificant energy consumption reductions can be achieved. This
may be attributed to the early-stopping mechanism, which
eliminates all redundant iterations. This reduction begins at
Eb/N0 = 0.8 dB of the turbo-cliff region and becomes more
significant as Eb/N0 is increased.

FIGURE 18. Comparison of energy consumption for the (4, 6) fixed-point
FPTD VLSI when employing the fixed-iteration approach with I = 39 and
for the benchmarker of [16], for the case of room temperature 25 ◦C,
where TSMC 65nm is used. For the proposed FPTD VLSI, the supply
voltages of 1.2 V, 1.08 V and 0.9 V are considered.

Moreover, Figures 18 and 19 quantify the energy consump-
tion of the fixed-iteration and the early-stopping approaches,
when the FPTD VLSI is employed for communication over
an AWGN channel having Eb/N0 = 1 dB. More specifically,
post-layout simulation results are presented for the scenarios,
where the proposed FPTD VLSI is synthesized using the
following six different target clock frequencies of
fclk ∈ {12.5, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125} MHz and the three dif-
ferent supply voltages of 1.2 V, 1.08 V and 0.9 V. Note
that when the clock frequency approaches the theoretically
highest value that can be achieved for the corresponding
supply voltage, the synthesis tool typically invokes a higher
number of gates and relies on gates having a larger driving
capability, resulting in a dramatic increase both in energy
consumption and in core area. Owing to this, the energy
consumption can be seen to dramatically increase, when the
synthesis frequency is increased from 100 MHz to 125 MHz.
For example, when V = 1.08 V, the energy consumption
increases from 3.74 µJ to 5.79 µJ for the fixed-iteration
approach and from 2.69 µJ to 4.11 µJ for the early-stopping
approach, as shown in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. On the
other hand, when operating at low clock frequencies, such as
12.5 MHz and 25 MHz, the proposed FPTD VLSI may

FIGURE 19. Comparison of energy consumption for the (4, 6) fixed-point
FPTD VLSI employing the early-stopping approach giving Iaverage = 28 at
Eb/N0 = 1dB and for the benchmarker of [16], for the case of room
temperature 25 ◦C, where TSMC 65nm is used. For the proposed
FPTD VLSI, the supply voltages of 1.2 V, 1.08 V and 0.9 V are
considered.

be powered by a low supply voltage of 0.9 V, hence achieving
a significant energy reduction, consuming only 2.14 µJ for
the fixed-iteration approach and 1.52 µJ for the early-
stopping approach, as shown in Figures 18 and 19,
respectively.

The decoding latency per frame of the proposed FPTD
VLSI can be defined as Latency = 2I ·D = I/fclk, since each
iteration requires two clock edges, each having a duration
of D. Note that owing to its serial operation, this latency is
independent of the frame length N , which is in contrast to a
conventional Log-BCJR turbo decoder. The proposed FPTD
VLSI employing the fixed-iteration approach in conjunction
with I = 39 results in various processing latencies per
frame in the range of 3.1 µs to 0.31 µs, when operating at
various clock frequencies fclk from 12.5 MHz to 125 MHz,
as shown in Figure 18. Here, 0.31 µs is the lowest pro-
cessing latency that the proposed FPTD VLSI can achieve
when decoding N = 6144-bit frames, which is 15.5 times
and 9.2 times faster than the pair of benchmarkers
in [16] and [18], which have processing latencies per
N = 6144-bit frame of 4.8 µs and 2.86 µs, respec-
tively. This advantage becomes even more significant when
adopting the early-stopping approach. In this case, the
lowest latency becomes 0.22 µs for fclk = 125 MHz,
which is 21.8 and 13 times faster than the benchmarkers
of [16] and [18], respectively. As shown in Figure 19, when
considering the trade off between energy consumption and
decoding latency, 100 MHz may be considered to be a prac-
tical operational frequency. In this case, the proposed FPTD
VLSI employing the fixed-iteration approach with I = 39
offers a 12.3 times lower processing latency than the bench-
marker of [16] and consumes only 91% of its energy per
frame of 4.1 µJ, even though the proposed FPTD VLSI uses
a higher voltage of 1.08 V than the 0.9 V of the bench-
marker. When employing the early-stopping approach, the
latency improvement becomes a factor of 17.1 and the energy
consumption reduces to 66% of that of the benchmarker
of 4.1 µJ. Note that the processing latency and the
corresponding energy consumption per frame may vary
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from frame to frame, when the early-stopping approach is
employed. However, these are bounded by those defined
for the case of employing the fixed-iteration approach,
since the early-stopping approach uses a maximum of
I = 39 iterations. Note also that the energy consumption was
not characterized in [18], hence we are unable to perform a
similar comparison with its benchmarker. However, it may be
expected that the benchmarker of [18] requires significantly
more energy per frame than that of [16], since it operates at a
12.5% higher clock frequency of 450 MHz and it is powered
by a 22% higher supply voltage of 1.1 V.

Note that when a processing element in the proposed
FPTD VLSI is operated in the bypass mode, it consumes
only approximately 8% of the energy that is consumed in the
normal mode. This small energy consumption is dominated
by the multiplexers of the proposed bypass mechanism, as
shown in Figure 4. Additionally, a bypass unit imposes a
propagation delay of 0.15 ns, which is about 3% of the
clock edge duration D when fclk = 100 MHz. However, this
may degrade the achievable clock frequency, when a number
of consecutive processing elements in a row are operated
in the bypass mode. Owing to this, our future work will
consider bypassing multiple processing elements at once,
rather than individually bypassing consecutive processing
elements. However, this may impose an additional controller
complexity.

FIGURE 20. Comparison of core area for the (4, 6) fixed-point FPTD VLSI
when employing the fixed-iteration approach with I = 39 and for the
benchmarkers of [16] and [18], where TSMC 65nm is used. Note that the
numbers of parallel benchmarker decoders required to achieve the same
throughputs as the FPTD are presented in curly brackets.

C. THROUGHPUT AND AREA
The processing throughput of the proposed FPTD VLSI can
be defined as Throughput = N ·fclk

I =
N

Latency . For the case
of employing the fixed-iteration approach with I = 39,
Figure 20 shows that the proposed FPTD VLSI can achieve
throughputs in the range of 2Gbps to 19.7Gbps, when operat-
ing at clock frequencies in the range of 12.5MHz to 125MHz
and when decoding the longest LTE frame length
of N = 6144 bits. If the early-stopping approach is used
instead of the fixed-point approach, then the processing
throughputs increase to a range from 2.7 Gbps to 27.4 Gbps

FIGURE 21. Comparison of core area for the (4, 6) fixed-point FPTD VLSI
employing the early-stopping approach giving Iaverage = 28 at
Eb/N0 = 1 dB and for the benchmarkers of [16] and [18], where TSMC
65nm is used. Note that the numbers of parallel benchmarker decoders
required to achieve the same throughputs as the FPTD are presented in
curly brackets.

at Eb/N0 = 1 dB, where Iaverage = 28, as shown in Figure 21.
The area of the proposed FPTD VLSI exhibits a similar trend
to its energy consumption. More specifically, when operat-
ing at the upper-limit approaching frequency of 125 MHz,
a high number of gates having stronger driving capability
are required, hence resulting in a larger VLSI area, as shown
in Figures 20 and 21. On the other hand however, the area
remains constant, when operating at lower clock frequencies.
The clock frequency of 100 MHz may be considered to
offer a beneficial trade off, resulting in an area of 109 mm2

and a processing throughput of 15.8 Gbps, when employing
the fixed-iteration approach with I = 39, as well as a
throughput of 21.9 Gbps, when employing the early-stopping
approach.

In order to achieve these throughputs using the conven-
tional Log-BCJR decoders of [16] and [18], it is necessary
to operate several of these decoders in parallel for decoding
several independent frames at a time, although this is only
achievable if this number of frames happens to be avail-
able at the same time. In this case, the overall core area
required for this parallel operation approach is given by the
area of a single turbo decoder from [16] or [18], multiplied
by the number of parallel decoders required. In order to
reflect this, the numbers shown in the curly brackets of
Figures 20 and 21 indicate the number of parallel bench-
marker decoders required for achieving the same throughputs
as the proposed FPTD VLSI. In particular, the parallel opera-
tion of the twelve decoders of [16] or seven decoders of [18] is
required for achieving a processing throughput of 15.8 Gbps,
resulting in VLSI areas of 100mm2 and 54mm2, respectively
as shown in Figure 20. As a result, the proposed FPTD VLSI
employing the fixed-iteration approach with I = 39 has
9% and 100% larger area compared to the benchmarkers
of [16] and [18], although the proposed design has the advan-
tage of 12.3 and 7.3 times lower processing latency, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the energy consumption of the proposed
FPTD VLSI is comparable to that of the benchmarker of [16]
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TABLE 3. Comparison between the proposed FPTD VLSI and different hardware implementations of the conventional Log-BCJR LTE turbo decoder.

and it is likely to be significantly superior to that of the
benchmarker of [18], as discussed above.

Furthermore, the parallel operation of the 17 decoders
of [16] or 10 decoders of [18] is required for achiev-
ing a throughput of 21.9 Gbps, like that of the proposed
FPTD VLSI employing the early-stopping approach.
Therefore, the proposed FPTD core’s area of 109 mm2 is
23% smaller than the area of 141 mm2 for the benchmarker
decoder of [16] and offers a 17.1 times lower latency and
a 21% lower energy consumption. Although the proposed
FPTD VLSI is 42% larger than the 77 mm2 area of the
benchmarker decoder of [18] in this case, it offers a 10.2 times
lower processing latency and a considerably lower energy
consumption.

D. COMPARISON WITH LOG-BCJR VLSIs
As described in Sections IV-A and IV-B, a supply voltage
of V = 1.08 V and a clock frequency of fclk = 100 MHz
offers an attractive trade-off between throughput, latency,
area and energy consumption. These corresponding charac-
teristics were quantified in Sections IV-B as well as IV-C and
are summarized in Table 1, in order to allow a comparison
with the characteristics that were predicted in Section II-C,
based on the proposed FPTD algorithm of Section II-B.
In order to facilitate this comparison, Table 1 also quantifies
the corresponding characteristics of the state-of-the-art LTE
turbo decoder VLSI of [18]. As shown in Table 1, the state-
of-the-art LTE turbo decoding algorithm of [18] requires
T = N/32 clock cycles per decoding iteration. However, the

VLSI implementation of [18] imposes an additional latency
of 22 clock cycles per iteration, which is required for the
pipelining and control overhead. The clock frequency of
this VLSI implementation is 450 MHz, giving a clock cycle
duration of D = 1

450 MHz , as shown in Table 1. This VLSI
implementation performs I = 6 decoding iterations, giving
an overall throughput of 2.15 Gbps and an overall latency
of 2.86 µs, as shown in Table 1. By contrast, the proposed
LTE FPTD VLSI requires only T = 2 clock edges per
iteration. Since its clock frequency is 100MHz, the frequency
of clock edges is 2×100 MHz and the clock edge duration is
D =

1
2×100 MHz . When employing the fixed-iteration

approach, the proposed LTE FPTD performs
I = 39 iterations, giving an overall throughput of 15.8 Gbps
and an overall latency of 0.39 µs, as shown in Table 1. These
characteristics are about 7.33 times superior to those of the
state-of-the-art LTE turbo decoding VLSI implementation
of [18]. This significant improvement was accurately pre-
dicted in Section II-C, where the expected improvement
was 7.38 times.

However, the predictions of Section II-C related to
the energy consumption and to the core area were very
pessimistic. More specifically, although the overall computa-
tional complexity C · I of the proposed LTE FPTD algorithm
is 3.15 times higher than that of the algorithm of [18], this
does not translate into a correspondingly higher energy con-
sumption. In fact, Table 1 shows that the energy consumption
of the proposed LTE FPTD algorithm is lower than that of
even themost energy efficient of all state-of-the-art LTE turbo
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decoder VLSI implementations, namely that of [16] as we
shall discuss below. Note that although [18] does not quantify
the energy consumption of its VLSI implementation, this is
likely to be significantly higher than that of [16], as discussed
in Section IV-B. Likewise, Section II-C predicted that the
normalized core area of the proposed LTE FPTDVLSI would
be 3.96 times higher than that of [18], but Table 1 shows
that it was actually only 1.92 times higher. The pessimism of
the predictions made in Section II-C may be explained by its
inability to predict the reduced dynamic energy consumption
in later decoding iterations, as characterized in Figure 17.
Furthermore, the area prediction of Section II-C uses a pes-
simistic model for the RAM area, as discussed in [23]. This
area prediction also does not consider the differences between
the two VLSI implementations in bitwidths, state metric
normalization, interleaver implementation and controller
implementation.

Table 3 compares the post-layout characteristics of the
proposed LTE FPTD VLSI core with several state-of-the-art
LTE turbo decoder VLSI implementations based on the
Log-BCJR algorithm. Note that [23] does not present a VLSI
implementation of the original FPTD algorithm, therefore it is
not included in Table 3. In order to facilitate fair comparisons
with the other implementations, the characteristics of the
implementations using technologies other than CMOS 65 nm
and using a number of iterations other than I = 6 have
been scaled, as shown in the brackets of Table 3. Note
that the proposed LTE FPTD VLSI implementation achieves
the highest processing throughput, compared to all other
implementations listed in Table 3. Furthermore, the proposed
implementation has a lower energy consumption than the best
of the other implementations, which is that of [16]. Moreover,
although the proposed FPTD implementation has the largest
core area, its normalized area is similar to that of [16] and is
lower than that of [14].

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a fixed-point version of
the LTE FPTD algorithm of [23]. We have used the design
flow of Figure 2 to propose a novel VLSI implementation of
the LTE FPTD, which strikes an attractive trade-off between
throughput, latency, core area and energy consumption.
We have investigated the techniques of message ling and state
metric normalization, which improve the BER performance
and prevent potential overflow, respectively. Furthermore, a
bypass mechanism is proposed for allowing a hard-wired
interleaver to support the decoding of frames having different
lengths and interleaver patterns. Various bit widths (w1,w2)
were simulated and (4, 6) was identified as offering an attrac-
tive trade-off between a good BER performance and a low
implementation complexity. Therefore, the fixed-point FPTD
employing the bit widths of (4, 6) was implemented using
TSMC 65nm LP technology. When operating at 100 MHz
with the supply voltage of 1.08 V, the proposed FPTD VLSI
was found to offer a throughput and a latency that are
17.1 times superior to that of [16], while consuming only

66% energy per frame and having a normalized core area that
is 23% smaller. The throughput and latency of the proposed
FPTD VLSI are 10.2 times superior to that of [18], while
likely offering a significantly superior energy consumption,
although the normalized core area for the proposed VLSI is
42% larger than that for the benchmarker of [18]. Note that
although the core area and the energy dissipated by the pro-
posed N = 6144-bit FPTD VLSI have been determined
by scaling those of a single processing element, this scaling
has been carefully validated by comparing it to those of the
N = {40, 80, 160}-bit FPTD VLSIs. Although the area of the
proposed LTE FPTD VLSI core is larger than the capability
of mobile devices at the time of writing, it is small compared
to the baseband ASICs used in state-of-the-art LTE base
stations, which demand a high processing throughput, a low
processing latency and a low energy consumption. Our future
work will further develop the parametrization of the bypass
scheme introduced in Section III-E as well as techniques that
can potentially further reduce the core area. In particular,
a 50% reduction in area may be achieved by reusing the
same processing element hardware to alternate between the
processing of algorithmic blocks from the upper and lower
row in alternate clock edges, although this will be achieved at
increasing the switching in the circuit and hence the energy
consumption.
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